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Where is my replacement, I want to retire!
Stephen K. Wiggins
Executive Vice President, CIO

Smarter benefits. Better health.

BlueCross BlueShield of South Carolina

 Multi-Billion Dollars Annual Revenues
 20+ years profitability and growth
» A.M. Best A+ rating

 11,700 Employees in 17 states
 Combined – serve 66 million individuals
 40+ subsidiaries and affiliates

Smarter benefits. Better health.

BCBSSC Strategic Themes
Technology & innovation key skills
» Common system platform supports many of our
lines of business
» Technology is a business for us – not just a tool
we use to support other business

» Significant governance rules around technology
development/procurement
» Highly structural approach to design of system
• Single source
• Leverage
Smarter benefits. Better health.
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I/S Organizational Architecture
Technological Economies of Scale
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I/S Organizational Architecture
Technological Economies of Scale
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Technical Infrastructure Architecture
Complete Infrastructure Stack
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Commercial Data Center

vs
Datacenter Model







Comparison
# Physical Servers are shrinking
# Virtual Servers are shrinking
Almost half of Virtual Servers are
ZLinux
Results:
»
»

Lower Management Cost
Lower Power and Cooling Cost
Virtual Server Installed Base
Physical Server Installed Base

Managing this kind of growth requires the
ability to integrate IT staff as needed while
insuring management philosophies and
administrative and operational practices
remain intact.

Managing IT as a business










One of the main growth catalyst for the IT industry is expected to be businesses’
constant efforts to absorb and integrate Information Technology to enhance their
productivity and expand their market opportunities.
Business units nor individual employees cannot control the data processing and
process automation required to run their business efficiently and effectively without
the help of IT Professionals who focus on matching Information Technology
functionality and infrastructure to business needs.
To run IT as business, IT professionals must be exposed to and institutionalize the
common business practices and governance that other non-IT business functions
operate under.
However, an obsession with running IT like a business can distract IT professionals
from technical operations. Running IT as a business is a critical step in achieving IT
efficiency, but IT professionals are also responsible for making IT effective. This is
achieved through a focus on technical competence.
In the end, IT Professionals must pursue a balanced focus on being technically
competent while running IT as a business.
For the +90% of IT professionals employed outside the IT industry:
» it is necessary to provide them with both IT and complementary training in their respective
business sectors such as health care, real estate, insurance, manufacturing or financial
services.
» they are already positioned to act like a business inside of a business, because their IT
organization receives funding and delivers value within a business

Managing IT as a business
The BCBSSC Information System Division has taken a unique, evolutionary, and systematic
approach in the development and implementation of its administrative and operational practices
over the past 20 years.

Choices: A range of
design choices some
implicit, some explicit.
The end results
that defines an
IT organization’s
success.

Outside elements that
actively affect the nature
of the results created by
an I/T organization.

The collective embodiment
of the predominating
attitudes and behavior that
characterize the functioning
of an organization
A unique organizational structure called the Hierarchical/Matrix developed and
implemented to successfully create, maintain, and execute computer systems by
managing IT Resources and IT Operational and Administrative Processes
effectively and efficiently.
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Managing IT as a business
Hierarchical/Matrix Organizational Structure
The uniqueness of the Hierarchical/Matrix Organization
structure lies in:
–

The systematic freedom it provides individuals to
act within its highly developed and repeatable IT
Processes through their understanding and
acceptance of their individual roles and
responsibilities (The Matrix component)

–

The availability of a traditional command-andcontrol structure (The Hierarchy component) to:

–



handle the acquisition and maintenance of IT
Resources



provide ‘qualification’ to the day-to-day
independent decision-making processes
within the Matrix

The recognition and implementation of a process to
allow for innovation and adaptation within the
organization’s administration and operations by
establishing a governance process (The Adaptive
Change component).
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Managing IT as a business
Informational Technology OSD Model
Organizational Structure - Processes
The Matrix processes were developed to correctly identify and implement a highly integrated and scalable set of
administrative and operational processes that an IT organization must perform to be successful.
An important strategy used to fulfill this challenge is the adaptation of selected IT industry best practice frameworks,
where appropriate, for various elements of an IT organization’s administration and operations
The following describes the best-practice frameworks used by the I/S Division in their framework adaptation process.
All of these frameworks are all independent, have overlapping components, and have strengths and weaknesses.
Best Practices
The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a framework of international defined best
practices for IT Service Management and Support developed by the government of the UK and published by IT
Service Management Forum. This is a comprehensive IT framework which focuses on IT Service and
Infrastructure Management.
The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) developed by the Carnegie Mellon Software
Engineering Institute is a model for process improvement described in terms of best practices within a
framework. This framework focuses on IT Project Management and Application Software Engineering.
Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) is an open standard and framework of
controls and best practices for IT governance published by ITGI not-for-profit research organization affiliated
with the Information Systems Audit and Control Association. This framework focuses on Management
Controls.
The Enterprise Architecture Maturity Model (EAMM) developed by the National Association of State CIO
(NASCIO) is a model for Systems Architecture process improvement.
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Managing IT as a business

Informational Technology OSD Model
Organizational Structure - Processes

The following diagram shows the nine highly developed repeatable processes that define an operational framework,
referred to as the Matrix processes.
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Selected Framework/Matrix Process X-REF
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Managing IT as a business
Informational Technology OSD Model
Organizational Structure - Resources
Hierarhical/Matrix Organization
IT Resources

Every IT Organization must face the challenge of acquiring and
maintaining the three basic types of IT resources which are:
Infrastructure – The underlying base or foundation (i.e.:
computing platforms, networks, operating systems,
enabling software) required to implement and operate
Application Systems.
Application Systems – A group of interacting,
interrelated, or interdependent computer programs
designed for a specific business task or use.
People – Skilled IT personnel.

Managing Infrastructure and Application Systems

People

Skilled IT
Rersonnel

Application
Systems

ICT Infrastructure

The underlying base
A group of
or foundation (i.e.:
interacting,
computing
interrelated, or
platforms, networks,
interdependent
operating systems,
computer
enabling software)
programs
required to
designed for a
implement and
specific business
operate Application
task or use.
Systems.

To meet the challenge of managing Infrastructure and Application
Systems IT Resources, an IT organization must complete the
identification, development and use of a System Architecture
Using the System Architecture as a guide:
Organizational units are identified and assigned responsibility to
efficiently acquire and maintain all or some portion of the Infrastructure
IT Resources or all of some portion of the Application Systems IT
Resources.
Each organizational unit (The Hierarchy) is then identified as
responsible for or a participant in all or some portion of highly defined
repeatable processes (The Matrix) required to support the IT Resources
for which it is responsible.

Managing People
To meet the challenge of managing the People IT
Resource, an IT organization must complete the
identification of IT roles which must be successfully
fulfilled as they relate to the IT Organization’s
framework of administrative and operational processes
by the organizational units created to acquire and
maintain Infrastructure and Application Systems IT
Resources to produce the desired outcome.
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Managing IT as a Business
Informational Technology OSD Model
IT Roles Identification and Specialization

Once software moves from the program authors
personal use to the use by others, there are three
basic IT roles which must be fulfilled:
Management, Programming (Application
Systems), and Technical Support (Infrastructure)



The scope of these roles is based on:
»



the level IT administrative and operational processes are implemented within an IT organization which is a
function of the software used (developed or purchased), technology complexity and IT organization staff size.

Requires expertise at applying mission-critical operational and administrative processes
»
»

Not every process will give rise to a specialty
A mission-critical process must:
•
•
•
•
•
•



represent an important component of an organization’s work
involve a number of sub-processes
involve a number of different skills
be recognized and important to other organizations doing similar work
have evidence that the IT Industry recognizes the associated specialty through assigning market value (Salary)
have evidence that educational institutions provide appropriate education and training for the specialty

Requires the cross-referencing of the IT roles to the various IT Market Jobs to insure market-driven
value can be assigned to each IT role
20

Managing IT as a Business
Informational Technology OSD Model
Role-Based Career Paths

$

Salary

Technical Support

Management

Programming

Programmers
In the beginning
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Managing IT as a business
Informational Technology OSD Model
Results
BEST PRACTICE
FRAME WORK

EVALUATION METHOD

MATURITY LEVEL SCORE

ITIL

Self-Assessment

2006: 56% ITIL Levels Passed

2009: 80% ITIL Levels Passed

CMMI

External Assessment

Level 2 – Managed: Existing practices are retained under
stress, the statues of work products and the delivery of
services are visible to management at predefined points,
and work products are reviewed with stakeholders and
controlled.

CoBit

Self-Assessment

High Level Objectives

Detail Level Objectives

Internal:

100%

97%

External (*)

100%

96%

(*) External Assessments are based on the number of CoBit Control Objectives considered in external audits because
our reviews have found only 79% of the High Level Objectives and 82% of the Detail objectives are found in external
audits. Therefore, a 100% rating on External Audits would be based on the 79% and 82% objectives respectively.

ISO 9000

External Assessment

Certified

SOX

External Assessment

Passed

Self-Assessment

Level 5: Indicated BCBSSC demonstrates the highest level of
vitality through its current use of a combination of
structured process, templates, and organizational fluidity.

EAMM
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Managing IT as a business
Managing this kind of growth requires
finding sufficient numbers of qualified
people to support a 13% annual growth
rate!

Information Technology Defined:
» is the study, design, development, implementation, support or
management of computer-based information systems
» converts, stores, protects, processes, transmits, and retrieves
data for the purpose of:
• Data Processing: turning data into useful, meaningful, accessible
information.
• Process Automation: controlling machinery and/or processes to reduce
the need for human sensory and mental requirements of work

» forms a collection of products (computer hardware and/or
software) and services
» includes telecommunications hardware, software and services
in the definition.
» is both a distinct industry and a subset of Manufacturing,
Transportation, Insurance, Business Services and other business
industries and sectors. (Source: the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics)

IT as a distinct industry

IT as a component within Other Industries

IT Employment Opportunity Snapshot
 Employment opportunities are expected to be good in the IT
industry due to:
»
»
»
»

rapid advances in computer technology
continuing development of new computer applications
the growing significance of information security
the aging of existing computer professionals.

 Information Technology (IT) is the fastest growing sector in
the economy with a 58% increase in output growth rate
projected between 2008 and 2018.
 Seven of the top thirty fastest growing occupations are
projected to be IT-related.
» (Network systems and data communications analyst; Computer software
engineer, applications; Computer software engineer, systems software;
Database administrator; Computer systems analyst; Network and computer
systems administrator; Computer and information systems manager)

 IT remains a critical aspect of work in all industries and
sectors, as well as an industry in its own right.

America suffers from
a shortage of qualified IT workers
 The inability to attract new workers into the field:
» All IT will go off-shore: Parents are reluctant to recommend IT as a career choice,
thus reducing the need for educational institutions to teach it.
» A greater focus on IT skills specialization rather than a broad IT career has occurred:
• IT advancements led educational institutions to focus on IT skills rather than IT career
education.
• A misunderstanding that increases in new IT workloads on new IT technology would
replace most of the existing large scale information technology such as mainframeoriented workloads which still handle an estimated 70 percent of world’s business data.
• Younger people want training on hotter skills – anything referred to as ’legacy
technology’ is a turnoff for many. Most institutions have dropped training in computing
essentials because students believe the ‘legacy’ training might be dead-end, or at least
without the career-path options that hotter curriculum seems to promise.
• In Vendor marketing, the term client-server has been used to distinguish distributed
computing by smaller dispersed computers from the "monolithic" centralized large-scale
computing.
• Even though this distinction has largely disappeared as centralized computing and their
applications have also turned to the client/server model and become part of network
computing, vendors may forget to mention this fact depending on how their products or
services will be affected.

 An aging IT workforce which is beginning to retire
» A shortage of large scale information technology technicians looms as the
centralized computing generation nears retirement after decades in which younger
technicians gravitated toward newer areas of enterprise computing.

America suffers from
a shortage of qualified IT workers
Marist

A Nationwide Epidemic
900,000 Needed
400,000 Available

500,000
USC

A Solution for many, not just one!

Establishes in 2008

a non-profit collaboration of IT companies within the IT industry, IT organizations of companies
within other industries, academic institutions and other organizations dedicated to growing the
IT talent pipeline, fostering economic development, and advancing the IT profession by being
the power behind
30
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Smarter benefits. Better health.

Corporate

Carolina First

Partners

Academic Partners

A collaboration of IT companies, educational institutions and community organizations
to advance careers in IT

IT-oLogy named as 2011 Business Partner of the Year
Staff Report
Published in Columbia Regional Business Report March 11, 2011
The Greater Columbia Chamber of Commerce and the Midlands
Education & Business Alliance honored IT-oLogy as the 2011 Business
Partner of the Year this morning at the annual Teacher Recognition
Breakfast.

Powered By:

IT-ology is defined as advancing the study of Information Technology as a
profession by focusing on three key initiatives:

Promote
IT
K-12
“Create interest” camps,
Competitions
Curriculum influence
Focus on the faculty,
Student projects

Teach
IT
Higher Education
Track enrollment/graduation
Mainframe initiatives
Internships
“Minor League Farm System”
Applied Business Research

Grow
IT
Professional
Joint Entry Level Education
Business Needs Analysis
“Extended Reach” recruiting
Cost effective prof. dev.
Institute for Managing IT

@

Launched new
facility in Columbia
on February 8, 2011

Smarter benefits. Better health.

Results

Promote Value in Academic/Industry Collaboration – Internship Model
Reach students where they are – Expand Camps, competitions, gaming
development
Use technology advances in education – Z Academic Initiative, Distance
multi modal classrooms, Virtual job shadows

“Focus on the Faculty” – CSTA Curriculum, Educator Field Studies
Provide meaningful Extended Learning Opportunities – Minor League Farm
System for IT, Student to Professional program
Business and academia collaborate to influence curriculum – Enterprise
Computing Community, Southern Region Education Board, ERI, Gartner,

Future
Goals
Year 3 (07/11-06/12) - Achieve National Exposure via

@

Expansion

- Generate full year of revenue from facility use, events, prof. development
- Achieve IT talent pipeline goals (student choice #8 to #4), +15% enrollment
- Grow business partner list to 100 companies
- Optimize the use of the data center facilities (4 areas of emphasis)
Year 4 (07/12-06/13) - Match $1.5 million budget with sustainable levels of revenue
- Academic Initiative expansion
- Reach IT talent pipeline goals (#2 in student choice, +20% enrollment)
- Expand IT applied business research to 4 industry vertical clusters
Year 5 (07/13-06/14) - Achieve sustainable support of $2 million

Questions

Smarter benefits. Better health.

